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Abstract

Sex chromosome divergence, which follows the cessation of recombination and degeneration of the sex-limited chromosome, can

cause a reduction in expression level for sex-linked genes in the heterozygous sex, unless some mechanisms of dosage compensation

develops to counter the reduction in gene dose. Because large-scale perturbations in expression levels arising from changes in gene

dose might have strong deleterious effects, the evolutionary response should be strong. However, in birds and in at least some other

female heterogametic organisms, wholesale sex chromosome dosage compensation does not seem to occur. Using RNA-seq of

multiple tissues and individuals, we investigated male and female expression levels of Z-linked and autosomal genes in the collared

flycatcher, a bird for which a draft genome sequence recently has been reported. We found that male expression of Z-linked genes

was on average 50% higher than female expression, although there was considerable variation in the male-to-female ratio among

genes. The ratio for individualgeneswaswell correlatedamong tissuesand there wasalsoacorrelation in theextentof compensation

between flycatcher and chicken orthologs. The relative excess of male expression was positively correlated with expression breadth,

expression level, and number of interacting proteins (protein connectivity), and negatively correlated with variance in expression.

These observations lead to a model of compensation occurring on a gene-by-gene basis, supported by an absence of clustering of

genes on the Z chromosome with respect to the extent of compensation. Equal mean expression level of autosomal and Z-linked

genes inmales,and50%higherexpressionofautosomal thanZ-linkedgenes in females, is compatiblewith thatpartial compensation

is achieved by hypertranscription from females’ single Z chromosome. A comparison with male-to-female expression ratios in

orthologous Z-linked genes of ostriches, where Z–W recombination still occurs, suggests that male-biased expression of Z-linked

genes is a derived trait after avian sex chromosome divergence.
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Introduction

It is generally considered that monosomy of individual genes

can introduce severe problems for the organism due to dose

dependence of expression levels and the associated risk for

suboptimal interactions of the encoded proteins (i.e., haploin-

sufficiency [Veitia 2002; Deutschbauer et al. 2005]). When

it comes to entire chromosomes, autosomal monosomy is

typically lethal, at least in humans (Hassold and Hunt 2001).

In birds, which is the taxonomic group in focus in this study,

trisomies have been shown to be a source of embryo mortality

(Forstmeier and Ellegren 2010), and the rare incidence of

monosomies in screenings of early chicken embryos suggest

that avian monosomies are effectively lethal (Lodge et al.

1973; Thorne et al. 1991). The deleterious effects of

aneuploidy may apply to sex chromosome evolution. When

recombination ceases between proto-sex chromosomes,

the sex-limited chromosome (Y in organisms with male

GBE
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heterogamety and W in organisms with female heterogam-

ety, like in birds) is bound to face the deleterious conse-

quences associated with lack of recombination. For

example, a lowered effective population size makes purifying

selection less efficient and the accumulation of deleterious

mutations may be further accentuated by the processes of

Muller’s ratchet and selective sweeps (Charlesworth B and

Charlesworth D 2000). This will lead to degeneration of the

nonrecombining chromosome and is readily seen in many or-

ganisms by significant loss of genetic material causing chro-

mosomal diminutivization and heterochromatization (Mank

2012). As a consequence, large parts of the recombining

sex chromosome (X in organisms with male heterogamety

and Z in organisms with female heterogamety) become

monosomic in the heterogametic sex. This might result in an

evolutionary response in some genes to regulate expression

levels in the heterogametic sex in a way that the original

stoichiometric balance of protein–protein interactions within

biochemical pathways is maintained or re-established.

Alternatively, buffering of gene dose might for some genes

rather be a passive effect of the regulatory and transcriptional

machinery (Birchler et al. 2001; Lundberg et al. 2012; Malone

et al. 2012).

Sex chromosome dosage compensation has often been

viewed as a means to equalize expression levels of sex-

linked genes in the two sexes. However, it was earlier recog-

nized that a more fundamental problem is the need for

maintaining a balance (or more specifically, maintaining the

original relationship) between expression levels of autosomal

genes and sex-linked genes in the hemizygous sex (Ohno

1967). According to this point of view, selection should

favor increased expression levels of sex-linked genes.

However, unless this increase is sex and chromosome specific,

rather than just chromosome specific, it generates the prob-

lem of overexpression of sex-linked genes (relative to autoso-

mal genes) in the homogametic sex. This situation would thus

introduce a selection pressure as a secondary response for

reducing sex-linked gene expression specifically in the homo-

gametic sex, one means of which would be X-chromosome

inactivation (see further in Discussion).

In light of the earlier discussion, it came as a surprise when

it was reported that chicken does not show a chromosome-

wide regulation of Z-linked genes to reach equal expression

levels in males and females, or equal levels of autosomal and

Z-linked genes in females (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al.

2007). With sex chromosome dosage compensation previ-

ously seen as a norm, why and how can a bird do without?

Moreover, the subsequent replication of incomplete dosage

compensation in other bird species (Itoh et al. 2010; Wolf and

Bryk 2011; Naurin et al. 2012) and in other organism groups

with female heterogamety (Zha et al. 2009; Vicoso and

Bachtrog 2011; Harrison et al. 2012) might now be taken to

question the necessity of balanced expression of sex-linked

genes in ZW systems. It has also led to the more general

questioning of the ubiquity of dosage compensation across

broad organism groups, including male heterogametic

organisms (Mank et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012).

Previous work in chicken has indicated that the mean

male-to-female ratio in expression level of Z-linked genes is

1.5–1.7 (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 2007, 2010; Melamed

and Arnold 2007; Mank et al. 2008; Mank and Ellegren 2009;

Zhang et al. 2010; Julien et al. 2012), with some variation seen

among tissues. This ratio is thus intermediate to chromosome

wide and complete compensation (a ratio of 1) and a situation

with no compensation and expression level solely reflecting

gene dose (a ratio of 2), and is open to several possible expla-

nations. These results were based on microarray hybridizations

to measure expression levels in male and female chicken (but

see Julien et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2012), and a debate has

recently arisen about the suitability of microarrays to detect

relatively subtle differences in gene expression in studies of

dosage compensation (Castagne et al. 2011; Malone and

Oliver 2011). In parallel, deep transcriptome sequencing

(RNA-seq) has clearly emerged as state-of-the-art for large-

scale quantification of gene expression levels (Garber et al.

2011; Malone and Oliver 2011; Ozsolak and Milos 2011)

and has therefore been considered superior in studies of

dosage compensation.

We have recently sequenced and assembled the 1.1. Gb

genome of the collared flycatcher Ficedula albicollis (Ellegren

et al. 2012), a songbird species of the order Passeriformes,

which is an ecological model species in fields such as life his-

tory evolution and speciation research (Gustafsson and

Sutherland 1988; Gustafsson and Part 1990; Gustafsson

et al. 1995; Ellegren et al. 1996; Saetre et al. 1997;

Qvarnström et al. 2000, 2006; Merila et al. 2001; Veen

et al. 2001; Saether et al. 2007). As one of few avian ge-

nomes yet sequenced, this provides a useful resource for

studying many aspects of molecular ecology and genome evo-

lution. Here, we present the results of an extensive RNA-seq

study conducted across multiple tissues of flycatcher aimed at

addressing the case for dosage compensation in the avian

genome. We do this by comparing expression levels of sex-

linked and autosomal genes, and of sex-linked genes in male

and female birds. We also study how dosage compensation is

related to level, breadth, and variance in gene expression, and

to protein connectivity.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection

Ten unrelated adult birds (5 females and 5 males) were col-

lected in 2009 on the Baltic Sea island Öland. Birds were killed

by decapitation and immediately dissected in the field. Brain,

kidney, liver, lung, muscle, skin, ovary, and testis tissues were

isolated and stored in 1 ml of RNAlater (Qiagen) at �80 �C.

In addition, eight eggs were collected shortly after laying, and
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before brooding started, and incubated until the age of seven

days when embryos were sampled and stored in buffer. All

sampling was conducted according to permissions and rules

of the Swedish ethics committee for wild animals (2007/C319

– Uppsala Djurförsöksetiska nämnd).

RNA Extraction and Library Preparation

One hundred milligrams of kidney, muscle, ovary, testis, or

embryo tissue was homogenized using TissueRuptor

(Qiagen) for 30 s in 5 ml of TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen).

Tissues rich in fat (brain, liver, lung, and skin) were homoge-

nized in QIAzol lysis reagent (Qiagen). We used RNeasy kit or

RNeasy lipid kit (fat-rich tissues) for total RNA extraction ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen). All RNA

extractions yielded sufficient total concentrations of RNA (1–

10mg/ml) for preparation of sequencing libraries, with RNA

integrity numbers higher than 8.

By the time libraries were prepared, there was no protocol

available by Illumina for indexing of mRNA libraries available

by Illumina. Therefore, we combined instructions from mRNA

sample preparation kit, paired-end sample preparation guide,

and multiplexing sample oligonucleotide kit (all Illumina) to

produce 4 bp indexes for multiplexing of libraries. In short,

mRNA was poly-A enriched, transcribed into cDNA, frag-

mented, end-repaired, adenylated, and adapters ligated. In

the library enrichment step, we used 0.25mM concentration

of primer lnPE 2.0 instead of 0.5mM and we used 25 ampli-

fication cycles instead of 10–15 as suggested by the paired-

end sample preparation kit. In total, 156 libraries were then

diluted to an equal concentration of 0.5 mM and sequenced

using an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx for 100 sequencing

cycles. Eight to 12 libraries were pooled per Illumina flow

cell lane.

Raw Read Processing, Transcriptome Assembly,
Quantification, and Normalization

We checked libraries for duplicate reads and discarded all but

three copies of pair-end reads. Reads were then trimmed for

low-quality bases using CONDETRI (Smeds and Künstner 2011)

with default settings. We retrieved 15,574 nonoverlapping

protein-coding cDNA sequences for zebra finch from

BioMart (ENSEMBL version 60) and, in the absence of an an-

notated flycatcher genome assembly, mapped flycatcher

RNA-seq reads onto these genes using STAMPY version 1.0.12

(Lunter and Goodson 2011). The substitution rate for map-

ping was relaxed to 0.06, which is still conservative compared

with the observed divergence between zebra finch and fly-

catchers of 16% (Ellegren et al. 2012). We extracted fly-

catcher-specific gene models from these mappings and used

those as templates for mapping all reads again using BWA.

Mapped reads were summarized per gene and per library to

get read counts per individual and tissue. Mapping pairs (from

paired libraries) were counted only once. Raw read counts

were normalized as FPKM (fragments per kilobase of exon

per million fragments mapped) and log2 transformed, follow-

ing Mortazavi et al. (2008).

To test the robustness of our results to normalization pro-

cedure, we tried out two additional normalization methods:

calculation of TMM normalization factors according to

Robinson and Oshlack (2010) and removal of any outlier

genes that had greater or less log2 gene expression than 2.5

the distance between quartile and median compared with the

median. None of these procedures changed our results signif-

icantly, see supplementary text, table S1, and figure S1,

Supplementary Material online.

We measured breadth of gene expression as t (Yanai et al.

2005), which ranges from 0 for equal expression in all tissues

to 1 for expression limited to a single tissue (Yanai et al. 2005).

We tested for the effect of expression breadth on the M:F

ratio using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) framework

with sex bias as response variable and expression breadth

and expression level as explanatory covariates. Reported test

statistics represent the F-test for expression breadth, corrected

for confounding effects of expression level. Chromosomal lo-

cation of genes in the flycatcher genome was taken from the

collared flycatcher assembly version 1.5 (Ellegren et al. 2012).

Estimates of Expression Ratios

We compared expression levels between males and females

as well as between autosomal and Z chromosomal genes in

both sexes. Inactive genes (FPKM¼0) were excluded from the

analyses and tissue-specific genes were thus only considered

in tissues where they were actively expressed. Using a cut-off

of FPKM >0 was motivated by that it gave data from a larger

number of genes than at higher thresholds while not biasing

the results (supplementary text and figs. S2 and S3,

Supplementary Material online). Variance was calculated

based on observed expression levels in the individuals of

each sex (where FPKM#0) and for each tissue. There is a fun-

damental difference between estimating ZZ:Z (which should

be understood as the male-to-female expression of Z-linked

genes) ratios and AA:Z (or AA:ZZ) ratios. When calculating

expression ratios between the sexes for Z-linked genes, one

can divide male by female expression for each gene and then

provide summary statistics. When calculating AA:(Z)Z ratios

this is not possible, so we divided the autosomal expression

median by the median expression of Z-linked genes and de-

termined the median of the distribution. Confidence intervals

of the AA:(Z)Z ratio were determined by 10,000 bias-corrected

(calculated using the cumulative normal distribution) boot-

strap replicates.

We tested for differences in variance between groups with

different sex-bias using F-tests. In an ANCOVA framework,

log2 variance was used as the response variable, sex-bias as

a two-level factor, and expression level as a covariate. We

report statistics for the effect of sex-bias alone, thus being

corrected for confounding effects of expression level. We
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determined the strength of sex-biased gene expression by

calculating log2-fold changes between groups. All analyses

were performed using R 2.15.2. False discovery rate correc-

tions were performed with the approach of Benjamini and

Hochberg (1995); reported P values are q values according

to this method.

Sex-Bias and Protein Interactions

We acquired information on protein–protein interactions

(metabolic chain connections and protein complex involve-

ment) for chicken from the FunCoup database (Alexeyenko

et al. 2012); chicken is the only bird for which such information

is available on a genome-wide basis. Data were extracted

for 1:1 orthologous genes of chicken and flycatcher. As the

distribution of the number of interactions per gene was

highly skewed toward extreme values, we grouped genes

into three categories for statistical analysis: 0, 1–6, or >6

interactions per gene. We tested for an effect of the number

of interactions on expression variance and sex-bias of Z-linked

genes using ANCOVAs. Log2 variance or sex-bias were used

as response variable, number of interactions (in protein

complexes or metabolic chains) as a three-level factor (0 intera-

tions, 1–6 interactions, and >6 interactions), and expression

level as a covariate.

Results

Transcriptome sequencing yielded more than 1.1 billion

100 bp Illumina paired-end reads, on average 7.1 million

reads per library (i.e., per tissue/individual combination).

After removing duplicated reads and trimming of low-quality

bases, 621 million reads and 58 billion bases were kept for

analysis, which corresponds to 55.5% of the raw reads and

51.9% of the raw bases, respectively. Filtered reads were sub-

sequently mapped to 15,574 flycatcher orthologs to anno-

tated zebra finch genes. In total, 15,301 genes were found

to be expressed in at least one of the nine tissues analyzed.

The number of reads mapped to flycatcher orthologs per in-

dividual varied between tissues, ranging from on average

378,000 in brain to 982,000 in kidney. We note that these

numbers may be considered low for accurate expression esti-

mates for mid to lowly expressed genes. However, we believe

that this is mitigated by that we average over large groups of

genes and that estimates from individual genes are based on

up to five replicates.

Relative Levels of Male and Female Expression of Genes
on the Z Chromosome

The median male-to-female (M:F) Z chromosome expression

ratio was in the range of 1.41–1.61 for the seven nonrepro-

ductive tissues analyzed (mean¼1.49�0.07). The lowest

ratio was seen in kidney and embryo (1.41), and the highest

in lung (1.61) (table 1). The distribution of M:F ratios within

each of these three tissues (supplementary fig. S4,

Supplementary Material online) was significantly different

from the distribution in all other tissues combined (kidney:

P<0.05; lung: P<10�6; embryo: P< 0.01; Mann–Whitney

U tests). Overall, however, the M:F ratio of individual genes

was correlated among tissues, typically with Spearman’s

r& 0.31 in pairwise comparisons, with the exception of cor-

relations between embryo and other tissues that had

r& 0.24. As notable exceptions, some genes showed consid-

erable variation in the M:F ratio among tissues (supplementary

fig. S5 and table S2, Supplementary Material online), indicat-

ing tissue-specific regulation of relative expression levels in

males and females.

To analyze the evolutionary conservation of dosage com-

pensation, we compared M:F ratios of orthologous Z-linked

genes of flycatcher and chicken, two lineages representing the

deepest divergence (&80 Ma) among neognath birds. (Julien

et al. 2012) obtained comparable RNA-seq data from chicken

brain, liver, and kidney, although only a single male and a

single female were sequenced. Despite the obvious limitations

associated with that data set, we found statistically significant

correlations between the M:F ratio of flycatcher and chicken

for brain (r¼0.30, P<10�6) and kidney (r¼0.14, P<0.05),

but not for liver (P¼0.58).

With expression data from multiple tissues at hand, we

investigated the relationship between expression profile and

dosage compensation. There was a negative correlation be-

tween tissue specificity (t) and the M:F ratio, showing that

narrowly expressed genes had more similar expression levels

in the two sexes than ubiquitously expressed genes (P<0.01

for all tissues except lung and embryo, F-test corrected for

confounding effects by expression level; slope estimate

b¼�0.38 [brain] to�0.99 [liver]). On average, tissue-specific

genes (t& 1) had about equal expression in males and fe-

males, whereas genes with close to flat expression profiles

Table 1

Number of Z-Linked Flycatcher Genes Expressed in Different Tissues,

Their Median Male-to-Female (M:F) Expression Ratio, and Median

Autosome-to-Z Chromosome Gene Expression Ratio in Females (AA:Z)

and Males (AA:ZZ) Per Tissue

Tissue No. of Z-Linked

Genes

Median

M:F Ratio

Median

AA:Z Ratioa

Median

AA:ZZ Ratiob

Brain 570 1.49 1.71* 1.13

Kidney 592 1.41 1.54*** 1.04

Liver 520 1.47 1.41*** 0.96

Lung 588 1.61 1.37*** 0.87

Muscle 524 1.50 1.44*** 1.11

Skin 594 1.54 1.94 1.22**

Ovary 610 NA 1.47** NA

Testis 611 NA NA 0.86

Embryo 600 1.41 1.45*** 0.97

aMann–Whitney U tests of the observed AA:Z ratios deviating from 2.
bMann–Whitney U tests of the observed AA:ZZ ratios deviating from 1.

*P< 0.05; **P< 0.01; ***P< 0.001; FDR corrected for multiple testing.
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showed about two times higher expression in males than in

females (fig. 1).

We found significant positive correlations between expres-

sion level and the M:F ratio for all seven tissues investigated

(Spearman’s rank correlation, r¼0.13 [brain] to 0.45 [liver];

P<0.001 for all tissues except brain with P<0.01). Graphical

inspection indicated a nonlinear relationship, with a positive

correlation only given for approximately the lower half of ex-

pression levels above which (at FPKM& 24
¼ 16) the correla-

tion seemed to level off (fig. 1; supplementary fig. S6,

Supplementary Material online). Using only genes with

FPKM >24 (corresponding to 39–54% of the genes, depend-

ing on tissue), there were weak negative correlations in two

tissues (brain: r¼�0.12; liver: r¼�0.16; P<0.05), a weak

positive correlation in kidney (r¼ 0.14; P< 0.05), and nonsig-

nificant correlations in the remaining four tissues (P> 0.05).

The variation in M:F ratio for Z-linked genes with most

falling in the range of 1–2 has led to a model of dosage com-

pensation in birds occurring on a per-gene rather than on a

wholesale per-chromosome (cf. X chromosome inactivation)

basis (Mank and Ellegren 2009). Although the results pre-

sented earlier demonstrate some correlates of the variation

in M:F ratio, a model of dosage compensation on a per-

gene basis could predict that variation in the M:F ratio is

random with respect to the location of genes on the Z chro-

mosome. On the other hand, a nonrandom distribution of M:F

ratios along the Z chromosome would not necessarily be in-

compatible with a per-gene model if the distribution of genes

itself is nonrandom with respect to their sensitivity to

perturbation in dosage. Alternatively, a nonrandom distribu-

tion of M:F ratios would be expected if there are localized loci

of dosage compensation, for example, originating from chro-

matin modification (Melamed and Arnold 2007). To test the

hypothesis that dosage compensation is organized in clusters,

that is, that genes localized close to each other are more

likely to be either compensated or uncompensated, we ob-

tained information on the location of genes on the flycatcher

Z chromosome (supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary

Material online). We then calculated the difference in the

M:F ratio between neighboring genes and between distant

genes, respectively. There was no significant difference

between those groups in any of the tissues (P> 0.05,

Mann–Whitney U test). Moreover, a sliding window analysis

of the distribution of the M:F ratio of genes on the Z chromo-

some did not reveal any apparent clusters of similar M:F ratios

consistent across tissues.

Relative Expression Levels of Genes on Autosomes and
the Z Chromosome

We next compared tissue-specific expression levels of genes

on autosomes and the Z chromosomes for males and females

separately, in this case also including data from ovary and

testis. Median autosome to median Z chromosome expression

level in females (AA:Z) was significantly different from 1 in all

eight tissues (mean¼1.54�0.19; range: 1.37–1.94; fig. 2

and table 1). In contrast, median autosome-to-Z chromosome

expression level in males (AA:ZZ) was close to unity (mean-

¼1.02�0.13; range: 0.87–1.22). Skin was an outlier in both

FIG. 1.—(a) Relationship between log2 of the mean expression level (FPKM; across seven tissues) and log2 of the male-to-female (M:F) expression ratio of

Z-linked flycatcher genes. The solid line represents a LOWESS regression, and the dashed lines indicate 2-fold excess of male expression (log2¼ 1) and equal

levels of expression between males and females (log2¼ 0), respectively. For plots of individual tissues, see supplementary figure S6, Supplementary Material

online. (b) Relationship between tissue specificity (t) and log2 of the male-to-female (M:F) expression ratio (averaged over tissues with expression) of Z-linked

flycatcher genes. The solid line is a linear regression for the correlation, and the dashed lines indicate 2-fold excess of male expression (log2¼ 1) and equal

levels of expression between males and females (log2¼ 0), respectively.
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female (1.94) and male (1.22) comparisons with a more

pronounced excess of autosomal over Z-linked expression;

excluding skin, AA:Z had a mean of 1.48�0.11 (range:

1.37–1.71) and AA:ZZ of 0.99�0.11 (range: 0.86–1.13).

Together with the observation of the median M:F ratio for

Z-linked genes being &1.5, these results indicate that expres-

sion levels of Z-linked genes are lowered in females compared

with that of males, as well as compared with that of autoso-

mal genes in both sexes.

Z-linked Genes That Are Dosage Compensated Show
High Variance in Expression

The gene-by-gene model of avian dosage compensation

means that for some genes the precise expression level

might be more critical than for others, for example, because

their fine-tuned regulation is essential for function in net-

works or pathways. A dose-dependent reduction in female

expression level of expression-sensitive genes during sex chro-

mosome evolution would under this scenario be more delete-

rious than for genes where expression noise is more tolerable.

As an evolutionary response to a potentially deleterious effect

on female expression level, we should thus expect to see more

of dosage compensation in the former category of genes than

in the latter. To test this hypothesis, we used variance in male

gene expression of Z-linked genes as an indication of tolerable

variation in expression level. We divided the genes into two

categories, those with M:F ratio in the range 0.5–1.5 and

those in the range 1.5–2.5, respectively. However, contrary

to the prediction, uncompensated Z-linked genes showed

significantly lower variance in male expression than compen-

sated genes, both when averaged over tissues (P< 10�11,

F-test of log2 variance between compensated and uncompen-

sated genes, corrected for correlation between expression

mean and variance; fig. 3) and for all tissues analyzed sepa-

rately (supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material online).

Moreover, the same difference was seen when female expres-

sion was considered, with uncompensated genes showing

lower variance (P<0.01; fig. 3). So despite that this group

of genes has not responded by compensating the difference in

gene dose arising during sex chromosome evolution, their

expression levels seem tightly regulated in both sexes.

As a comparison, we divided autosomal genes into the

same two expression categories (and where it is more appro-

priate to refer to genes with M:F ratio of 0.5–1.5 as unbiased

and genes with M:F ratio of 1.5–2.5 as male biased). Here,

male-biased genes had significantly higher variance in male

expression averaged over tissues than unbiased genes

(P< 10�6, fig. 3; also significant in all tissues when analyzed

separately, supplementary fig. S8, Supplementary Material

online). The lower variance in male expression of Z-linked

genes that are expressed at higher levels in males than in

females (uncompensated) is thus not a general feature of

male-biased genes in the flycatcher genome.

Level and Breadth of Z-linked Gene Expression in Relation
to Involvement in Protein–Protein Interactions

We acquired information on protein–protein interactions

(in metabolic chains or protein complexes) from chicken and

FIG. 2.—Median autosome-to-Z chromosome [AA:Z(Z)] gene expression ratio for seven nonreproductive and two reproductive tissues in flycatchers.

Blue is male and red is female expression. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the median as determined by 10,000 bias-corrected bootstrap

replicates. The dashed lines indicate 2-fold excess of autosomal expression and equal levels of expression between autosomes and Z chromosome,

respectively.
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integrated this information with data on the M:F ratio and

male expression variance for 1:1 Z-linked orthologs in fly-

catcher. We divided genes into three categories, with no ev-

idence for interactions (N¼447 in protein complexes,

N¼ 425 in metabolic chains), 1–6 interactions (N¼37 and

N¼ 52), and more than 6 interactions (N¼ 28 and N¼ 35,

respectively). We found that expression variance decreased

with the number of interactions (protein complexes:

P<0.001 for 1–6 interactions, P< 0.05 for >6 interactions;

metabolic chains: P<0.001 for 1–6 interactions, P<10�6>6

interactions, t test), indicating that expression level is more

constrained for genes involved in many interactions, which

seems intuitive. The same was observed for male and

female variances (in female protein complexes: P<0.05 for

1–6 interactions, P< 0.01 for >6 interactions; metabolic

chains: P<0.001 for 1–6 interactions, P< 10�7 for >6 inter-

actions, respectively). However, when controlling for expres-

sion level, the effect of interconnectivity on variance

disappeared almost entirely (F-test, male protein complexes:

P<0.05 for 1–6 interactions, P> 0.5 for>6 interactions; met-

abolic chains: P> 0.05 for 1–6 interactions, P< 0.05 for >6

interactions; similar for females). Perhaps, more surprisingly,

we found that the M:F ratio increased with the number of

interactions, even when controlling for confounding effects

through correlations with expression level (F-test, protein com-

plexes: P> 0.05 for 1–6 interactions, P< 0.01 for >6 interac-

tions; metabolic chains: P> 0.05 for 1–6 interactions,

P<0.001 for >6 interactions; fig. 4).

Dosage Compensation in the Course of Avian Sex
Chromosome Evolution

Avian sex chromosome evolution has generally progressed to

a stage where recombination only occurs in a small pseudoau-

tosomal region and where the nonrecombining W chromo-

some is highly degenerated. However, paleognath birds make

an exception. The deepest split among contemporary birds is

that between Paleognathae and Neognathae 100–120 Ma

(van Tuinen and Hedges 2001), with the former being repre-

sented by ratites and tinamous, whereas the latter contains

>99% of all extant avian species. In ratites, sex chromosomes

are either largely homomorphic or only show limited differen-

tiation, with recombination occurring over most of the Z and

the W chromosomes (Tsuda et al. 2007). As sex chromosomes

are fully syntenic across Aves (Shetty et al. 1999; Nanda et al.

2008), this makes it possible to compare sex-specific expres-

sion levels of Z-linked genes prior to (Paleognathae) and sub-

sequent to (Neognathae) cessation of recombination and sex

chromosome divergence.

FIG. 3.—Variance in male (left panel) and female (right panel) expression of autosomal (gray) and Z-linked (red) flycatcher genes averaged over seven

nonreproductive tissues. Genes are categorized as having an M:F ratio of 0.5–1.5 (unbiased or compensated) or 1.5–2.5 (male-biased or uncompensated).

Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals for the distribution.
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Using data on male and female expression level from

brain and liver of 297 ostrich and flycatcher Z-linked ortho-

logs, such a comparison shows two things. First, the M:F

ratio of Z-linked genes has increased after the Z chromo-

some became hemizygous in females in the Neognathae

lineage. The median M:F ratio of recombining Z-linked

genes in ostriches was 1.00 (brain) and 1.09 (liver), whereas

the median ratio of the orthologous genes in flycatcher was

1.51 (liver) and 1.59 (brain) (P< 10�10, Mann–Whitney

U test; fig. 5). Second, we found nothing to suggest that

uncompensated genes (M:F ratio 1.5–2.5) in flycatchers

were more prone to be male biased in ostriches than com-

pensated genes (M:F ratio 0.5–1.5) (median M:F ratio in os-

trich of 0.042 and 0.098, respectively, P¼ 0.58). Moreover,

the M:F ratios of flycatcher-ostrich Z-linked orthologs were

not correlated (P¼0.81 for brain, P¼ 0.42 in liver,

Spearman’s rank correlation). This would suggest that

genes that have escaped dosage compensation after avian

sex chromosome differentiation did not generally have an

ancestral state of higher expression in males than in females.

Male-biased expression of Z-linked genes after sex chromo-

some differentiation thus seems to represent a derived

character state.

FIG. 4.—Male-to-female expression ratio of Z-linked flycatcher genes averaged over seven nonreproductive tissues. Genes are divided into three

categories according to their involvement in protein–protein interactions: 0, 1–6, and>6 interactions partners, respectively. Error bars show 95% confidence

intervals for the distribution. The dashed lines indicate 2-fold excess of male expression (log2¼ 1) and equal levels of expression between males and females

(log2¼ 0), respectively.

FIG. 5.—Box-plotof log2 of themale-to-female (M:F) expression ratio in

brain of orthologous Z-linked genes in ostrich and flycatcher. The included

genes are from the region of the ostrich Z chromosome where Z-W recom-

bination still occurs. Ostrich data are from Adolfsson and Ellegren (2013).
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Discussion

Based on the results presented herein, we can suggest a

model of gene expression during sex chromosome evolution

in birds, and in particular in the lineage leading to flycatcher,

as follows. 1) When genes on the avian proto-sex chromo-

somes ceased to recombine in females and W-linked gene

copies degenerated and eventually became lost, there was a

shift in the distribution of male-to-female expression ratio of Z-

linked genes, from a median of no difference between sexes

to a median of about 50% higher expression in males. This is

supported by comparison of sex-specific expression levels of

orthologous Z-linked genes when they recombine (ostrich)

and when they do not recombine (flycatcher). 2) Male-

biased expression of Z-linked genes is generally a consequence

of lowered expression levels in hemizygous females. This is

supported by that male expression levels of autosomal and

Z-linked genes do not differ significantly, whereas female ex-

pression levels of Z-linked genes are significantly lower than of

autosomal genes; the difference corresponds well to the dif-

ference between male and female expression of Z-linked

genes. 3) Z-linked genes with similar expression levels in

males and females differ in some respects from those are

not compensated, including expression breadth, level, and

variance. We stress that the model described earlier refers to

the large-scale patterns of Z-linked genes treated as a group.

This does not necessarily mean that individual genes conform

to these patterns or exclude that other evolutionary forces

either augment or counteract the effect of reduced gene

dose during sex chromosome evolution.

Overall, our study confirms the conclusion (Ellegren et al.

2007; Itoh et al. 2007) that birds have no general mechanism

for sex chromosome dosage compensation. However, ob-

served male-to-female expression ratios of Z-linked genes do

not generally correspond to the 2:1 ratio of the number of Z

chromosomes in males and females, and there is considerable

variation in the M:F ratio among genes. There is thus some

compensation on a gene-by-gene basis, in this study of fly-

catchers resulting in a median male-to-female gene expression

ratio of &1.5. This is similar to what has previously been ob-

served in other bird species from the large group of

Neognathae (Ellegren et al. 2007; Itoh et al. 2007, 2010;

Wolf and Bryk 2011; Naurin et al. 2012). The similar levels

of male expression from autosomal and Z-linked genes sug-

gest that the compensation is achieved via upregulation of

female expression (hyperexpression from the single Z chromo-

some) (Julien et al. 2012), rather than downregulation of male

expression (by hypoexpression, or inactivation, of one or both

of the Z chromosomes). This is also supported by the obser-

vation that still recombining genes on the ostrich sex chromo-

somes show similar expression levels as autosomal genes in

both males and females (Adolfsson and Ellegren 2013). This

observation is critical because it is not self-evident that overall

expression levels of autosomal and sex-linked should be equal.

In a recent study of emus (Vicoso et al. 2013), another ratite

bird, late (but not early) embryonic expression of some recom-

bining Z-linked genes showed slightly higher male than female

expression, although the difference was not as pronounced as

observed for nonrecombining Z-linked genes in flycatchers

and birds.

In chicken, a male hypermethylated region on the Z chro-

mosome, from which a long noncoding RNA is transcribed

(Teranishi et al. 2001; Bisoni et al. 2005), has been suggested

to constitute a focus for dosage compensation such that

genes located in this region would be more compensated

than others (Melamed and Arnold 2007; Itoh et al. 2010). In

zebra finch, Itoh et al. (2010) failed to find a specialized region

of greater dosage compensation along the Z chromosome.

Similarly, we found no evidence for clustering of genes on

the flycatcher Z chromosome with respect to the M:F ratio

and no deviating patterns around the DMRT1 gene, which has

been implicated in avian sex determination (Smith et al. 2009)

(supplementary fig. S7, Supplementary Material online). This

adds further support to the idea that partial dosage compen-

sation has evolved on a per-gene basis.

It is reasonable to assume that some genes are particularly

sensitive to variation in gene dose (being dosage-sensitive)

because of the encoded proteins’ involvement in interactions

with other proteins, that is, protein connectivity (the balance

model) (Papp et al. 2003). This hypothesis is not specific to

gene dose in the context of sex chromosome evolution but

should also apply to, for example, gene duplication and ex-

pansion of gene or protein domain families (Veitia 2005). We

found that uncompensated Z-linked genes (defined as having

an M:F ratio of 1.5–2.5) generally had less interindividual var-

iance in male as well as female gene expression than compen-

sated genes (M:F ratio 0.5–1.5). At first glance, this might

seem surprising since genes with the most confined expres-

sion levels could be thought of as being most sensitive to

perturbations affecting gene expression, for example, changes

in gene dose. By this way of reasoning, there should have

been a strong impetus to compensate, via transcriptional con-

trol, changes in dose of such genes. However, there might be

constraints to regulation of expression levels that hinder com-

pensation to be achieved. If, for whatever reason, some genes

are tightly regulated with limited variance in expression level,

then such genes may also be resistant to sex-specific regula-

tion. This could potentially explain why not only male but also

female expression variance correlated negatively with the M:F

ratio. From this perspective, the extent of dosage compensa-

tion of Z-linked genes in birds may be seen to represent a

trade-off between the costs and benefits of restoring the orig-

inal balance between male and female sex chromosome and

autosome expression levels (discussed later).

Pessia et al. (2012) analyzed protein–protein interactions

of X-linked human genes and found that levels of autosomal

and X-linked expression were similar for genes encoding com-

ponents of large complexes, thereby being considered dosage
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sensitive. However, and contrary to the observations for X-

linked genes (Pessia et al. 2012), we found that Z-linked

genes with many interacting partners had the highest M:F

expression ratio. This is not easily perceived in the context

of the balance model. It was also somewhat surprising to

find that broadly expressed genes had the highest M:F

ratios, while tissue-specific genes tended to have equal expres-

sion levels in males and females. There might be a category

of broadly expressed genes (house-keeping genes?) that is

less amendable to sex-specific regulation for reasons related

to the lower variance in expression seen for genes with high

M:F ratios.

Theoretical work predicts sex chromosomes to be enriched

for genes involved with sexual antagonism (Rice 1984;

Charlesworth et al. 1987), where dominance of new muta-

tions and type of heterogamety will affect the expectations for

accumulation of genes with differential fitness effects in the

two sexes (Ellegren and Parsch 2007). For several male het-

erogametic organisms, the X chromosome has been reported

to be demasculinized (Sturgill et al. 2007) while in chicken

there is some evidence for an enrichment of male-beneficial

genes (Ellegren 2011) and male-biased expression on the Z

chromosome during avian evolution (Wright et al. 2012). This

is in line with prediction for at least partly dominant genes; in

birds, male-beneficial alleles/genes will be exposed to selection

more often when Z-linked than autosomal. These theoretical

underpinnings have fostered the idea that incomplete dosage

compensation in birds would be an adaptive trait, to mediate

male-biased expression of sexually antagonistic genes (Kaiser

and Ellegren 2006; Storchová and Divina 2006; Wright et al.

2012), rather than reflecting constraint in, or necessity of, sex-

specific regulation to restore the ancestral expression levels of

Z-linked genes in males and females. We do not exclude an

adaptive scenario and we also note that the two models

should not need to be mutually exclusive. However, it remains

to be revealed what might be the links between protein con-

nectivity, variance in gene expression and expression breadth,

and sexual antagonism. Wright et al. (2012) recently sug-

gested that there has been a successive masculinization of

the chicken Z chromosome during the course of sex chromo-

some evolution, resulting from male-specific selection and

being manifested in a correlation between M:F ratios and

time since recombination ceased between different regions

of the Z chromosome and the W chromosome. This is an

interesting model that warrants further investigation and rep-

lication across birds once the temporal dynamics of sex chro-

mosome evolution in other avian lineages than chicken has

been characterized.

Our results demonstrate a conservation of M:F ratios

among tissues of flycatchers but also a conservation of

tissue-specific ratios in the evolutionary distant comparison

of flycatcher and chicken, two lineages that split &80 Ma.

Interestingly, we found several examples of genes that

displayed significant variation in the M:F ratio among tissues.

This resembles the situation previously noted for sex-biased

expression of autosomal genes in chicken (Mank et al.

2008, 2010) and mice (Yang et al. 2006). Genes showing

strikingly different M:F ratios among tissues warrant further

investigation as they may represent candidates for phenotypic

differences in the physiology.

Conclusions

Studies of dosage compensation, like this, are faced with

the general caveat associated with analyses of gene expres-

sion, namely that expression is measured at the intermediate

level, at the stage of RNA. In theory, dosage compensation

could occur at the level of regulation of translation or even

at stage of post-translational processes. We emphasize that

proteomic analyses of the amount of gene product encoded

from the sex chromosomes in males and females constitute

a conceptually important question for future research. In

systems where deviations from what at least previously

has been considered as norm in the context of dosage com-

pensation, like in birds, it will be particularly be valuable

to obtain independent support for incomplete compensation

from analyses of protein abundance. It could be noted in

this context that one of the first molecular reports indicating

incomplete avian dosage compensation was actually based

on analyses at the protein level, viz. by studies of enzymatic

activity of Z-linked cytoplasmic aconitase (Baverstock et al.

1982). It is also noteworthy that for two of the three inves-

tigated species the observed excess of male enzyme activity

(1.42 in sparrow and 1.59 chicken) was close to the average

excess of male gene expression found in our and other

RNA-based studies (though in the third species, pigeon,

the excess was 2.4).

Supplementary Material

Supplementary text, figures S1–S8, and tables S1 and S2 are

available at Genome Biology and Evolution online (http://

www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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